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Private lessons are for skaters who want to
improve specific skills or are interested in
becoming competitive figure skaters. Private
lessons offer individualized instruction
tailored to meet each skater's personality
and learning needs. One-on-one instruction
allows for a more rapid progression of skills.

Still unsure if private lessons are for you?
Do you need a quick boost before testing?
Need help perfecting synchro team
choreography?

Private lessons are a great supplement to
group lessons and allow skaters to focus on
the skills which need the most help. A coach
will prepare a skater for competitions and
test sessions.
Skaters of all ages and levels can begin
private lessons.
Lessons are scheduled directly with the
coach.
Ice time is a separate fee.
Lesson fees are paid directly to the
coach.

CHOOSING A COACH
Observe the coaches at work. Watch them
and take note of their qualities and
teaching techniques to determine which
will work best with you or your child.
Speak with the coaches directly to discuss
their views on teaching, training, and
competing. Discuss possible goals and ask
how they would help you accomplish your
goals.

Schedule a one time booster lesson with
any Michiana Ice coach.

ABBY WASIERSKI
abbywasierski@gmail.com
574-361-0972

AMANDA RENSCH
figureskater417@gmail.com
507-676-3259

ELIZABETH ALLGAIER

eallgaie@nd.edu

AVAILABLE
COACHES
Michiana Ice verifies coaching compliance
with U.S. Figure Skating requirements:
U.S. Figure Skating Full Membership
Completion of SafeSport Training
Annual Background Screen
Liability Insurance
Continuing Education Requirements
Additional information on each coach is
available on our website.
Please feel free to contact coaches directly.
If you have additional questions or would
like assistance, email Michiana Ice at
michianaicefsc@gmail.com.

KATIE COUSINS

CousinsKL7@gmail.com
630-779-3748
https://sites.google.com/view/kc-fsi

MEGHAN ALLMAN

mallman@nd.edu
440-241-4973

TRACEY MULHERIN
tracey.mulherin@gmail.com
574-339-4000
traceymulherin.com

